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THE STRUCTURE OF THE MODULI SPACES 

OF CURVES AND ABELIAN VARIETIES 

by DAVID M U M F O R D 

§ 1. The purpose of this talk is to collect together what seem to me to be the most 
basic moduli spaces (for curves and abelian varieties) and to indicate some of their 
most important interrelations and the key features of their internal structure, in parti
cular those that come from the theta functions. We start with abelian varieties. 
Fix an integer g ^ 1. To classify g-dimensional abelian varieties, the natural moduli 
spaces are: 

C moduli space of pairs (X, X), X a g-dimensional "Ì 
sfW = 1 abelian variety, X : X -• X a polarization such > 

[ that deg (X) = n2 J 

Here and below when we talk of a moduli space, we mean a coarse moduli space 
in the sense of [11], p. 99 and in all cases these moduli spaces will actually exist 
as schemes of finite type over Spec (Z). This can be proven by the methods of [11], 
Ch. 7, for instance, which also shows that all the moduli spaces used are quasi-pro-

jective at least over every open set Spec Z\ -

The local structure of stf(n) seems quite difficult to work out at some points. However, 
g 

for every sequence öl9..., ög such that <5j | . . . | <5g, Y\öt = n> let 

J*W = 

the open subscheme of srf{n) of pairs (X9 X) 
such that 

ker (X) s flZ/öiZ x f\pôt 

The j^w's are disjoint and exhaust all of j ^ ( n ) except for (X, A)'s such that char|n and 
ker (À) contains a subgroup isomorphic to ap. The local structure of j / ( a ) is not 
hard to work out (using results of Serre-Tate [20], and Grothendieck and myself on 
the formal deformation theory of abelian varieties and p-divisible groups, see Oort [17]). 
In particular all components of séKS) dominate Spec (Z). Now I have proven that 
for all n and all p, the open subset of sé{n) x Spec Z/pZ of (X, Xfs such that X is ordi
nary (*) is dense (cf. [14] for a sketch of the proof). Therefore \Jjrf{6) is dense in jtf{n). 

ô 

Since sé{si) x Spec (Q is irreducible (see below), it follows that the components of sé{n) 

are the closures srf{0) of the sé{ò) and that all of them dominate Spec (Z). It is not 

(*) i. e. has the maximal number p« of points of order p. 
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known, however, whether the geometric fibres of sé{ô) over finite primes are irreducible 
or not. 

Now these various schemes sé(n) are all related by the isogeny correspondences: 

Z.1Äifc = { (X, XjB^l\ (Y, A0^ (n2) 

3 an isogeny n : X -> Y* 
of degree k such that 

n2% o/xo % = (kn2)
2k 

To uniformize all of these, one introduces a second more convenient sequence of 
moduli spaces. Firstly, over the base scheme Z[ÇJ, Ç„ a primitive «-th root of 1, let 

r moduli space of triples (X, k, a), X a ^-dimensional Ì 
sé* = < abelian variety, k : X %-Jt. a principal polarization, > 

(. and a : X„ >̂ (Z/nZf x p?n a symplectic isomorphism J 

These spaces are normal and irreducible and form a tower with respect to the natural 
quasi-finite morphisms sé*m -> sé* given by (X, k9 a) h» (X9 k9 res Xna). Secondly, 
we enlarge these schemes somewhat by letting sé„ be the normalization of sé1 in the 
field of rational functions Q(sé*9 Ç„). Then sén is a normal irreducible scheme in 
which sé* is an open subscheme, and the sé^s form a tower with respect to finite 
morphisms sénm -* sén. Note that sén = sé* except over primes dividing n. More
over, if n ^ 3, sén is smooth over Z except at non-ordinary abelian schemes in characte
ristics dividing n. Next, we can uniformize very nearly all of séiô) by the natural 
morphism: 

sél -> d 
(X, A, a) h> (Y9 n) 

where 7 is the etale covering of X defined by requiring its dual to be the quotient: 

Y=X/z-1[(0)xnfjLol]9 

and p is the polarization on Y induced by k. In the tower { sé„ } one now has the 
Hecke ring of correspondences instead of the isogeny correspondences. These come 
essentially from 2 types of morphisms: 

(a) Q(sén, CJ is a Galois extension of Q(sé1, £„) with Galois group Sp (2g9 Z/nZ\ 
hence Sp (2g9 Z/nZ) acts as a group of automorphisms of sén ; 

(b) the morphism 
sé* - sé1 

(X, k9 a) h> (Y9 ii) 

(where Y= X/a~l[{Z/nZy x (0)], and if TI : X -> 7 is the natural map, then 
p : Y >̂ y is determined by the requirement n<> pan = nk). For a discussion on 
Hecke operators in the classical case, see Shimura [21]. The picture is even clearer 
when you pass to an inverse limit: e. g. for all n, 

lim sénu x Spec Rn 

where * 

ß n = Z \ ~ J C n , C n 2 » • • • 

exists as a scheme and JJSp (2g, Qp) acts on it (See [12], § 9 for the case n = 2). 
p\n 
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Over the complex ground field, these moduli spaces have well-known analytic 
uniformizations coming from the theory of Siegel modular forms: 

where 

sé{n) x Spec (Q = ]Jsé<ô) x Spec (Q 

sé™ x Spec (Q = § / r , 
sé„ x Spec (Q = sé* x Spec (C) = %/T(n) 

§ = Siegel upper - — plane = 

where 

Z = g x g complex matrix 
'Z = Z, Im Z > 0 

T(n) = {,4eSp(2g,Z)/(± I)\A = I2g mod n} 
rô={AEGL(2g9Z)l(±I)\<A.J0.A = Jô}9 

K 

* i 
, \ 

5* 

Thus § is the analytic " inverse limit " of the jtf„'s over Spec C. All the irreducibility 
assertions made so far are proven by these analytic uniformizations. 

Summary of moduli spaces. 

§ 2. The next point is that there is a moduli space intermediate in the tower bet
ween sé* and sé%n on which there are canonical coordinates. Following Igusa, we 
christen this sé*2n and it is defined as follows in char. ^ 2: 

f moduli space of triples (X9 L, a), X an abelian 
variety of dimension g, L an ample symmetric 
invertible sheaf, a a symmetric isomorphism: 

«aC.2M = < 
a : 0(L) * Gmx (Z/nZ)8 x p* 

such that 

i) if n even, e\ = 1 oxv X2, 
ii) if n odd, e\ takes the value + 1 more often 

than the value — 1. 
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For definitions of 0(L), e\, etc., see [12], § 1, 2 and [15], § 23. There is an obvious map 

<<2„ -> * ! 

(X, L, a) K (x,-<pL,aj 

where â is the induced map from &(L)/Gm ^ X„ to (Z/nZ)8 x pl. There is a not so 

obvious map sé%n x Spec Z - -• «ß/*2„ (see [12], § 2). Over C, sé*2„ is simply 

the quotient £/r(n, 2«), where T(n, 2n) is the subgroup between T(n) and T(2n) des
cribed by Igusa [9]. Canonical coordinates on sé*2n (where n ^ 2) are defined as 
follows: 

. i) &(L) and hence Gm x (Z/nZf x p\ acts on H°(X, L). Write this action as 
UiXiatb): H°(X, L) -+ H°(X,L), 

ii) there is a section G E H°(X, L) unique up to scalars such that U ( 1 0 C ) ö - = a, 
all e e pg

n, 

iii) let a -> <T(0) denote evaluation of sections at OEX. We obtain a function: 

(Z/nZf -» X 
a H (U(1>a>0)<7)(0) 

unique up to multiplication by a constant, which is never identically zero. 
iv) If N = n8 — 1, and the homogeneous coordinates of PN are put in one-one 

correspondence with the elements of (Z/nZ)8, this defines a morphism: 

© : ^n*2„ -> P* 

THEOREM. — If rc ^ 4, O is an immersion. 

This theorem was proven over C for various w's by Baily [4] and Igusa [9] ; in the 
general case, all the essentials for the proof are in [13]. Over C, 0 is the morphism 
defined by 

*(--4i>-). ae(Z/nZ)9 

where Z e §, and 6 is Riemann's theta function. If 8 | n, one can even find a finite 
set of homogeneous quartic polynomials—Riemann's theta relations—such that 
the image of 0 is an open part of the subscheme of PN defined by these quartics (see 
[12], § 6). 

Even in the char, p case, it is possible to reformulate these canonical coordinates 
as values of a type of theta function. These theta functions are not functions on the 
universal covering space of X, but rather on the Tate group. 

If p = char, of ground field, 
V(X) = group of sequences { xt}, i ^ 1 but p)fi, where xt E X, nxin = x{ and x1 

has finite order k prime to p. 
Let T(X) = { (x) E V(X) such that Xl = 0 }. 
We get an exact sequence: 

0 -• T(X) -• V(X) -+ (torsion on X prime to p) -> 0 
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We use the result: 

THEOREM. — Let L be an ample symmetric invertible sheaf of degree 1 on an abelian 
variety X of char. p. If p)f2n, then for all XE Xn for every choice of a point y e X 
such that 2ny — x, there is a canonical isomorphism: 

L ® k(x) ^L® k(0) 
Ox Ox 

COROLLARY. — If a E T(L), then evaluating a via the above isomorphisms defines 
a function 

6 : V(X) -+ L ® k(0) 9Ê k 
Ox 

such that if XE-T(X\ then 6(x + y) = 6(x) if y E2nT(X). 
n 

In fact the functions that we obtain in this way have the following properties : 

a) 6(x + a) = e * ( j V ( j , x W x E V(X), a E T(X) 

where 

e* : ~ T(X) -+ { ± 1} and e : V(X) x V(X) -• k* 

are the functions induced by e\ and e„ on V(X). 

b) 0( — x) = ± 6(x), the sign depending on the Arf invariant of e\. 

c) n o(x) = 2-« Y <y> ni ft 0(xt + y + n)), 
i = l tjE±T(X)/T(X) i=l 

where 

d) Vx E V(X), 3rjE- T(X) such that 6(x + rj) ï 0. 

e) Up to an elementary linear transformation whose coefficients are roots of 1, 

the set of values of 6 on - T(X) is equal to the set of values of the canonical coor-
n 

dinates O on the triple (X, L"2, a) (for any symmetric a). 
/ ) Over C, if Z is a period matrix for X, 9 is essentially the function a K 0z[a] (0), 

aEQ28. 
g) Moreover, if we restrict the domain to V2(X), this 2-adic Tate group, all functions 

i// : V2(X) -+ k satisfying a), b), c) and d) arise from a unique principally polarized 
abelian variety. 

(Cf. [12], § 8 through § 12). 

§ 3. We turn next to curves. Fix g > 2. Let 

{ moduli space of non-singular 1 

complete curves C of genus g J 
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Jt is not only irreducible, but it has irreducible geometric fibres over Spec (Z), cf. [5]. 
This is proven by introducing a compacification Jt of Jt, where 

_. f moduli space of stable complete curves C 1 
| such that dim H1^) = g j 

and where a stable curve is one with at most ordinary double points and such that 
every non-singular rational component has at least 3 double points on it. 

Jt has recently been proven by F. Knudsen, Seshadri and my self to be a scheme 
projective over Z 

Define: 
t: Jt -> sé\ 

C r- (Pic0 (C), k) 

where k is the theta polarization, viz: fixing a base point x0 on C, we obtain a morphism: 

cj) : C -> Pic0 C 
x \-> class of oc(x — x0) 

hence ^ ^ 
Pic0 C = Pic0 (Pic0 C) Ü Pic0 (C) 

and 2 = - ( 0 * ) - 1 . 

According to Torelli's theorem (cf. [1], [10]), t is injective on geometric points. Its 
image however is not closed since t extends to a morphism on Jt\ 

Jt 
^Stable curves made from") 
J non-singular components L _ s 
j connected together like a [ — \ 7 
v.tree J „ N . 
v Jt -* séx 

and 1 can be shown to be a proper morphism taking each stable curve C'mJtXo Pic0 C 
with a suitable polarization (cf. Hoyt [8]). Let 3~ = t(Jt) = %M) : this is called the 
Torelli locus. A famous classical problem is to describe 5", or its inverse image in 
some sén, by explicit equations, e. g. polynomials in the theta-nulls. Partial results on 
this were obtained in characteristic zero by Riemann [18], Schottky, and Schottky-
Jung [19]. Their results have been rigorously established recently by Farkas and 
Rauch [6], and some interesting generalizations have been given by Fay [7]. A comple
tely different approach to this problem is given in the beautiful paper of Andreotti 
and Mayer [2]. I want to finish by sketching the key point in Schottky's theory 
and stating a theorem on what his equations do characterize. We assume char. ^ 2. 

Let II : C -> C be an etale double covering, and let i : C -» C be the corresponding 
involution. If g = genus of C, then 2g — 1 = genus of C. The Jacobians J = Pic0 C, 
J = Pic0 C are related by 2 homeomorphisms : 

J*£ J 
n* 

such that JVmoII* = 23. i acts on J also. Define: 

P = locus of points { ix — x } in J. 
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We get isogenies: 
J £ J x P 

a 

a(x, y) = II*x -f y 
ß(z) = (Nmz, z — iz) 

such that aoß — 0 o a = mult. by 2. Next fix y, a division class on C such 
that 2y = Kc, the canonical divisor class, and such that dim H°(o(y)) is even (cf. [16] 
for this). We get symmetric divisors: 

g - i 
0 = {locus of div. classes £ P,- — y } <= J 

1 I 

0 = {locus of div. classes £ pt ~ ^*y } cz J 

representing the standard polarizations of J and J. 

LEMMA 

a) II* - H©) = 0 + 0 K , where { 0, K } = Ker JIT"). 
b) 3 a symmetric divisor S on P such that &.P = 2S. 
c) a _ 1 (é ) = 0 x P + 0 K x P + 2 J r x S . 

In particular, S has degree 1 and defines a principal polarization on P. Abstractly 
put now we have a situation with. 

i) 3 abelian varieties X, Y, Z of dimensions g, g — 1, 2g — 1 resp., 
ii) 3 ample degree 1 symmetric divisors ®x <= X, 0 y c î ; 0 Z C= Z, which define 

as in § 2 theta-functions 6X on V(X)9 0Y on K(7) and 0Z on K(Z), 
iii) isogenies Z ?± X x Y such that a°/? = /?°a = mult, by 2. In such a case, 

Z^X x Y/H9 where H is a so-called Göpel group, and V(Z) ^ V(X) x V(Y). More
over 0Z can be computed from 6X and 0y by one of the basic theta formulas. But 
then the lemma, esp. part a), implies non-trivial identities on 9X and 0Y. In fact, it 

follows that for a suitable n E - T(X) with image K in X and a suitable homeo-
morphism: 

cp:lxE^T(X)\e(x,n)=l\ -+ X-T(Y) 

Ox(x).ex(x + n) 0x(y).0x(y + n) 

(*) 

6Y(cpx)2 0Y(cpy)2 

all x,yE-T(X) 

I with e(x, n) = e(y, rj) = 1 

If we globalize this set-up, we get the following moduli situation: Jt# is to be the 
normalization of Jt is a suitable finite algebraic extension of its function field such 
that for every point of Jt^ there is given rationally not only a curve C of genus g, but 
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(a) a (4,8)-structure on J (i. e. a point of séi4.t8) lying over J in sé y), (b) a double cover
ing Il : C -> C, (c) a (4,8)-structure on P (cf. [5], pp. 104-108 for a precise discussion 
of such " non-abelian levels "). Thus, if we let sé's (resp. ^f's) represent moduli spaces 
for abelian varieties of dim. g (resp. dim. g — 1), we have morphisms: 

Jt* 

and since 6j on - T(J) I resp. 6P on - T(P) j are coordinates on séA# (resp. ^4 > 8) , 

the identities (*) define a locus # c j?/4 8 x ^ 4 8 (the rj and 9 must be independent of 
the curve you start with). We find: 

THEOREM. — Im (r ,̂ s j is an open subset of one of the components of locus # 
of solutions of the Schottky-Jung identités (*) inside the moduli space J^4>8 x ^ 4 > 8 . 
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